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In the original version for the below papers, the name of the author was incorrect. It should read as Alex Boso Fioravanti.

Front Matter: On Table of Contents, Contributors list, pp. xvi, xx
Chapter 10: Importance of Concepts in Abdominoplasty and Liposuction in Breast Reduction, pp. 147
Chapter 12: Lipoabdominoplasty Combining a Wide Undermining of the Upper Abdomen with Complete Body Liposuction, pp. 179

The updated original online version for this chapter can be found at
DOI: 10.1007/978-3-319-27851-3
DOI: 10.1007/978-3-319-27851-3_10
DOI: 10.1007/978-3-319-27851-3_12
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